In a recent quark-model study of the NN interaction, we explicitly incorporated the qq excitations inherent in the quark-gluon interaction lagrangian into the model space, and examined the contributions to the NN potential of particular (3q)(qq) components of the single-nucleon wave function, with specific baryon and meson quantum numbers, through the Wigner transforms of the resultant coupling terms of the quark exchange kernels. The present investigation focuses on the long-range parts of the potentials. It is shown that these arise almost entirely through two of the 25 possible types of exchange terms, and that these two correspond to the simple exchange of a qq pair between the two nucleons and contribute only through coupling terms for which the (3q) components have the quantum numbers of a nucleon and the (qq) component the color-singlet character of a real pseudoscalar or vector meson. The potentials arising from these simple colorsinglet qq exchanges have been evaluated in explicit analytic form. In their dependence on nucleon ((II. uz) and (7, . T*) factors and the relative importance and signs of spin-spin, spin-independent central, LS, and tensor terms they have all the characteristics of conventional OBEP's. They are in remarkably good agreement with conventional OBEP's in the r 2 1.2 fm range and have the same qualitative radial features over an even wider range, the one exception being the steep short-range repulsive rise of the spin-independent central term of the o-exchange potential. The corresponding qq exchange potential instead changes sign to become attractive at r < 0.8 fm.
Introduction
In the past few years QCD-inspired quark models have been widely used in attempts to gain a more fundamental understanding of the NN interaction. In the simplest quark models the nucleon is assumed to be a pure three-quark (3q) system. The earlier studies of the NN interaction based on such simple (3q)-(3q) models have attempted only the elucidation of the characteristics of the extreme short-range repulsive part of this interaction. In a recent study ') we explicitly incorporated the quark-antiquark excitations inherent in the quark-gluon interaction lagrangian into a quark model to study the effects of such excitations on the NN interaction. In this study the (3q) components of the single-nucleon wave function were augmented by (3q)(qq) components generated by the off-shell terms of the Fermi-Breit onegluon exchange interaction.
All 24 possible spin, isospin, color combinations of the (3q)(qq) excitations with the resultant quantum numbers of a single nucleon and energetically iowest p-wave relative motion functions were included. Quark exchange * Supported by the US National Science Foundation.
kernels for the two-nucleon system described by these improved single-nucleon internal wave functions were calculated in the framework of the resonating group method. These exchange kernels were then transformed into momentum-dependent potentials and converted into phase-shift-equivalent effective NN potentials through a local-momentum approximation using the Wigner transforms of the kernels. The contributions to the exchange kernels from the (3q)(qq) components of the nucleon wave functions lead to the following effects in the S-wave NN potentials: the repulsive core heights of the simple (3q)-(3q) model are greatly reduced but retain their strong energy dependence; the potentials gain an attractive part in the 0.8-2 fm range.
Since the (qq) admixtures make significant contributions to the properties of the nucleon itself, these were examined in detail in ref. ' ). It was shown, in particular, that the improved single-nucleon wave functions are consistent with the low-energy electromagnetic properties of the nucleon and are consistent with the strengths of the nucleon-meson coupling constants for q, p and w mesons. Moreover, they give the observed tensor/vector coupling ratios for the vector mesons, and the vector dominance of the electromagnetic form factors is reproduced naturally. However, since a simple (qq) cluster with the quantum numbers of a pion cannot be expected to give a realistic picture of the pion, agreement with the observed strength of the pion-nucleon coupling constant was not expected. (The predicted pion-nucleon coupling constant gkNx is too weak by a factor of -3.) Also, since a simple (qq) cluster with the quantum numbers of a pion cannot be expected to have the mass of a real pion, we do not expect to reproduce the extreme long-range Yukawa tail of the OPEP part of the NN interaction.
Despite the possible shortcomings of the extreme long-range part of the interaction, it was the aim of the study of ref. ' ) to explicitly incorporate the mesonic degrees of freedom into the quark models through such (qq) excitations. By thus staying completely within the framework of a quark model it was hoped to bridge the gap between the simple quark model and more sophisticated models in which the quark degrees of freedom are coupled to meson fields ') where, however, these meson fields are considered as separate entities outside the basic framework of QCD. Nevertheless, it was difficult to recognize the characteristics of the conventional meson exchange potentials in the NN potentials of ref. ' ). In principle, the Wigner transforms of the quark exchange kernels are ideal to study the contribution to the NN potential of a particular (3q)(qq) term with specific baryon and meson quantum numbers. Since the largest amplitudes of the (3q)(qq) components in the improved single-nucleon wave function are of order ~~0.25, only terms of first order in these c's need to be retained in the calculation of the full exchange kernels for the two-nucleon system. It is thus possible to turn on one (3q)(qq) term at a time and examine the contribution corresponding to a qq-pair excitation with the color-singlet and spin, isospin characteristics of a particular real meson. Such curves are exhibited in ref. '); but since they gain their most prominent contributions in the r S 1 fm range, the discussion of ref. ') focused attention on the short-range parts of these potentials where the effects of antisymmetrization may also wash out the distinctions between different (qq) mesons. In general, these potentials gain contributions from 25 distinct types of exchange terms corresponding to 6 different types of quark exchanges each with as many as 5 distinct possible placements of the quark potential lines. The prominent extreme short-range parts of these potentials have their origin in the more complicated exchange terms of the "three-cluster" variety, i.e. terms involving quark exchanges between the quark of thepair as well as quarks from the (3q) clusters of both nucleons. They thus correspond to processes more compiicated than the simple exchange of apair between the two nucleons. To make the connection between these potentials and the conventional one-boson exchange potentials it is necessary to isolate those exchange terms which actually correspond to the exchange of apair between the two nucleons.
It is the purpose of this investigation to show that the long-range parts (r 2 1.2 fm), of the effective NN potential of ref. ') are dominated by two of the 25 types of quark exchange terms, that these exchange terms correspond to the exchange of apair, and that the simple color singlet qq-pair exchange terms of this type lead to NN potentials which are in very good qualitative agreement with the usual one-meson exchange potentials.
The simple qq-pair exchange terms involve only quark exchanges of the "two-cluster" variety, i.e. the exchange of the quark of thepair in one nucleon with a quark from a single (3q) cluster in the other nucleon. Such exchange terms have been named ") "semi-direct".
The momentum dependence of these simple color-singletexchange terms is very mild compared with the strong momentum dependence of the full Wigner transforms including all 25 types of exchange terms. The smaller degree of nonlocality of the simple color-singletexchange terms makes it even more attractive to identify these with the meson exchange potentials. Finally, the simplicity of the color-singletexchange terms has made it possible to evaluate the exchange kernels for these terms, as well as their Wigner transforms, in explicit analytic form. It is also possible to express their spin, isospin dependence in terms of nucleon CT-and I-operators demonstrating explicitly the correspondence between these terms and the conventional one-boson exchange potentials.
In order to isolate the simpleexchange terms, sect. 2 gives a brief review of the different types of quark-gluon exchange terms which contribute to the exchange kernels from the coupling of the (3q)-(3q) components to the (3q)-(3q)(qq) Specifically, the medium-range attraction carried by a scalar g-meson exchange potential in the conventional one-boson exchange picture can be incorporated into our quark model through the (qq)(qq) excitations generated by RPA-type off-shell terms in the Fermi-Breit quark-gluon interaction. The quark exchange kernels needed will be presented in a future study.
Meson exchange diagrams
The off-shell (qq) and (i=l,2) with (i=l,2), respectively. Thus, the two types of P3, exchange terms with (i = 1,2) and (i = 3) correspond to simple color-singlet (qq) meson exchange terms. The P3, exchange terms with i = 4, 5,6, on the other hand, involve only a simple quark exchange. Most of the remaining of the 25 possible types of exchange terms lead to quark exchanges and gluon exchanges only. This is illustrated in fig. 2 . The four types of Pxe exchange terms, also of the "two-cluster" or "semi-direct" variety, with i = 1,2 or 3 lead only to one-quark and one-gluon exchange; and with i =4, 5 or 6 to pure one-quark exchange. The Pj6Px7 exchange terms with i = 4,5 or 6 are pure one-quark exchange terms. However, fig. 2 shows that PJ6Ps7 exchange terms with i = 1,2 or 3 also lead to color-singlet qq-pair exchanges; but since these are of the complicated "three cluster" variety they must be expected to contribute predominantly to the short-range part of the NN interaction.
The remaining exchange terms of quark exchange character, P37P36, P36P57, P36P27 (not shown in fig. 2 ), lead only to pure quark and gluon exchanges or includeexchanges accompanied by additional quark exchanges. The P3, exchange terms with i = 1,2 or 3 have thus been singled out as the seat of meson exchange processes. It is also interesting to note that the P3, exchange terms with i = 1, 2 or 3 are the only "semi-direct" terms which give rise to color-singletexchanges. The remaining "semi-direct" terms, of exchange type Px7, i = 4, 5, 6, or Ps6 with any i, contribute only through the hidden color (3q)(qq) components of the coupling kernel. Henceforth the PST exchange terms with i = 1, 2, 3 will therefore be denoted as simple color-singletexchange terms. of all 25 types of exchange terms, with curves for which all but the simple color-singletexchange terms have been turned off; that is, for curves which gain their contributions entirely from the P3, exchange terms with i = 1, 2 and i = 3. The importance of the simple color-singletexchange terms for the long-range parts of each component of the NN potentials is clearly demonstrated. Finally, the relative simplicity of the simple color-singletexchange terms makes it possible to evaluate such exchange kernels, as well as their Wigner transforms, in explicit analytic form.
Simple color-singlet qij exchange potentials
The cross-term of the RGM kernel resulting from the coupling of the (3q) 
and where the (3q)(qq) component of the single-nucleon internal wave function, characterized by quantum numbers LY, is given by
The square brackets denote spin, isospin, and color coupling. Note that the quantum number $3, part of (Y, was previously named S2, see ref. '). In eq. (2) cO and c, are the amplitudes of the 4(3q) and +,((3q)(qq)) components of the single-nucleon internal function.
As in ref. ' ), only terms linear in c, have been retained. In the present investigation the exchange types, sums over P and i, will be restricted to the simplemesonic exchange type, i.e. P = P37 and i = 1,2 or 3 only [see eq. (1) 
and where e is a real unit vector with standard spherical components efi (=e,,). In terms of such functions the exchange kernels of eq. (3) can be written as Gsq(R, R') = -4a,hcN,'/2& I de^(l?;(R, R') . A$:") , 
where the z, z' are 3-dimensional Bargmann space variables, and the 6-dimensional dp(z) include the Bargmann weighting function F3 exp (-z -z*). The complex GCM kernel is given by the term linear in e: These GCM kernels are easiest to evaluate if the scalar function, F(r) of eq. (5), is expanded in terms of gaussians exp (-air*).
In particular, 
where the coefficients, a, . . . , h, have been evaluated for the different exchange terms, P, i, and the two 0' by the techniques of refs. 3, 7, 8) . The spin, isospin, color parts needed to construct the full kernels, through eq. (14), (15) in terms of the vector e and nucleon operators ul, u2, it is convenient to subject these to one more recoupling transformation to yield x (-1)"+s~3U(1s23s~; is,23)(s,23(Ix~yIIs').
Here, the dependence on two-nucleon spins, through the (S'M!.&mflSMs) factor, can be represented in terms of nucleon spin operators, with ranks f = 0, 1,2, through 
where we use the two-nucleon matrix elements ~~X~,(~~X:~~~~I~~~~~~~~~,,~~X~~~~~X~~~~~IS~M;~M,~ = ~~'~~f~J-I~~s~~~ll~~ll~'~
to fix the coefficients. For NN scattering, with isospin-conserving interaction, the combination of the Pauli principle and parity conservation requires S'= S, so that the two-nucleon reduced matrix elements have the simple form (SllSfllS') = &d~fo+ Mm,, +m"2~f2)~ .
The vector operators X:P" can thus be expressed in terms of nucleon vector operators .C-O;a'e P,' I with two-nucleon matrix elements ~~~~e=~~~~~:(~~~~~~~~ls~~~~.~~~~~cl~~~Z(~~~~~~~~1~~~~~~~, (21) where (with f= [2f+ 1]1'2)
x W123llx~P IIS> . where S =&u, + u2).
(23)
Using the RGM analog of eq. (12) (Z?Y(R, R'))j =F (ZQR R')),kek, I
and the simple relation
for Cartesian components of e, the space and spin, isospin, color factors of the kernels can now be combined via the relation (cf. eq. (7) In order to convert the exchange kernels into effective NN potentials, it is still necessary to evaluate the Wigner transforms of the above RGM kernels. For the cross-terms of the kernels, coupling (3q)-(3q) to (3q)-(3q)(qq) components, the Wigner transforms of the symmetrized RGM kernels are needed,
G"(R, R') = G(R, R')+ G(R', R)+,
since the (3q)(qq) admixtures in the single-nucleon internal functions appear symmetrically in both bra and ket. The needed Wigner transforms for the full kernels are then
where this particular form of the Wigner transform applies for the case when the coefficient of the (R -R') term in the exponential factor of the kernel is positive, x2r2) is made in the orbital function F(r) of the interaction (see eq. (5)), the Wigner transforms will be renamed &c(R, P; ,y'), and the %$(R, P; ,y') have the form (33b) For these gaussian kernels of simplemesonic exchange type, the coefficients 7, 5, 5, Dw, and the potential constants u(O), vC2), u('), u('), uLs are given in table 1 as functions of the parameter K = x2bZ/( 1 +2,y2b2). Note that the long-range terms of the interaction (given by x2 + 0 contributions) are given by the M-type interaction terms only; and in this limit the coefficients utof, u") of the P-independent terms are of exchange type PJ7, i = 3 only; while in this limit z? gets contributions from both i = 1,2 and i = 3 exchange types. Finally, the Wigner transforms of the coupling kernels of simple color-singletmesonic exchange type can be assembled by combining eqs. (2), (7), (26), (31) R-dependent falloff in the long-range limit whereas B is independent of R and arises from the x2 + 0 long-range terms discussed in connection with table 1.
Comparison with conventional OBEP's
The Wigner transforms of the simple color-singletexchange terms, specifically the Gc(R, 0) of eqs. (35) and (40), are identified as the effective meson exchange potentials of our quark model of the two-nucleon system. Eqs. (35) show that these are in 1: 1 correspondence with conventional OBEP's as far as their dependence on nucleon (a, -a*) and (I, -TJ factors are concerned. They also have the well-known characteristic features of OBEP's with respect to the relative importance and signs of tensor-and spin-spin-type central terms. Specifically, the tensor force has the opposite sign for pseudoscalar and vector-meson exchange potentials whereas the spin-spin-type central terms all have the same sign. The simpleexchange potentials corresponding to pseudoscalar meson exchange have only %-type central terms and no LS terms. In our quark model, the presence of both C and SS terms, as well as LS terms, for theexchange potentials corresponding to vector-meson exchange is related to the fact that these gain contributions from two types of spin-dependent terms, with SZ3 = 4 and t (note the difference between eqs. (39b) and (39a)). , the Gc and VPR are essentially based on the same set of experimental numbers. The extreme short-range parts of the VPR are not shown in figs. 7-11, although in some cases, specifically the VPT, there are additional changes in sign at extreme short range which are not to be taken seriously with the above high-k* form-factor parameterization.
Figs. 7-11 show a remarkable agreement between the long-range characteristics of Gpw" and VPR. The extreme long-range falloff of our central pion potential G$' does not match the Yukawa tail of V""; but this is to be expected from a quark model with gaussian OS internal wave functions. In addition, our quark-model pion tensor term is too weak. At R = 1.2 fm, GGT is approximately 4 of V"=. This is in agreement with the fact that the qNN coupling constant, gt,,, predicted by our can be drawn for the R < 0.8 fm region the full LS potentials must be calculated (including all 25 types of exchange terms). However, the results of fig. 11 indicate that the cross-terms in the quark exchange kernels, which arise from the coupling of the (3q)-(3q) components of the two-nucleon wave function to the (3q)-(3q)(qq) components, are of major importance for the LS potentials.
Conclusions drawn from LS potentials derived from simple (3q)-(3q) models may therefore be open to question. It is interesting to note that LS potentials from simple (3q)-(3q) models have been combined with additional phenomenological LS potentials of meson-exchange type in a recent application 14). Since the short-range parts of conventional meson exchange potentials are very sensitive to the exact form of the high-momentum cutoff function in the assumed form factor of eq. (41), it is also of interest to note that our model predicts such form factors; see eq. (69) or ref. '). Although there are slight differences in the k* falloff for different mesons these are approximated very well (with better than 95% accuracy over the k = O-6 fm-' range) by a simple gaussian falloff, exp (-0.047 k*), for all mesons. The nature of this falloff is of course related to the gaussian character of the internal wave functions of our model and again is not to be taken seriously for very high k2. Meson exchange potentials in which the form factor of eq. (41) Finally, it may be interesting to compare the results of the present investigation and the philosophy underlying our model with that of other models in which meson fields are coupled to the quark degrees of freedom ') through a meson quark-current interaction with coupling constant determined by the PCAC relation. The work of Shimizu ") is of particular relevance for the present study. Shimizu studies the effect of quark antisymmetrization on the one-pion exchange potential derived from such a model. His long-range potential, of conventional (al -uJ(T, -TJ type, is qualitatively similar to the GksS and V"" of fig. 8 . However, he also predicts that quark antisymmetrization leads to a strong short-range spin, isospin-independent central repulsive component in the one pion exchange potential.
Neither the simpleexchange potential of pionic type nor the full NT potential of our model contains such terms. Fig. 9 of ref. ') shows that the full Nm potential, including all 25 of the possible exchange terms in the coupling kernel of NT (3q)(qq) type, shows a relatively strong attractive component as R + 0. Since it is the aim of the present quark model, withexcitations explicitly incorporated into the model space, to treat the quark degrees of freedom in baryons and mesons on an equal footing, quark antisymmetrization effects are fully included. Such models should ultimately bridge the gap between models in which mesons are treated as separate entities and models in which both baryons and mesons are treated from a more fundamental viewpoint.
Summary
In a recent quark-model study of the NN interaction '), we explicitly incorporated the quark-antiquark excitations inherent in the quark-gluon interaction lagrangian into the model space to study the effects of such excitations on the NN interactions.
The admixture of a specific (3q)(qq) component into the wave function of a single nucleon leads to important contributions to the quark exchange kernels of the two-nucleon system. When converted into effective potentials through a localmomentum approximation using the Wigner transforms of these kernels, these coupling terms lead to important short-range potentials whose net effect is to cancel much of the repulsive core height arising from the dominant (3q)-(3q) component of the two-nucleon wave function. The present investigation has focused on the long-range terms of these coupling kernels. It is shown that the long-range parts of the resultant potentials arise almost entirely through two of the 25 possible types of exchange terms. These two exchange terms correspond to a simple exchange of apair between the two nucleons and contribute only through coupling terms for which the (3q) component has the quantum numbers of a nucleon and the (qq) w-exchange potential but becomes attractive at R < 0.8 fm. Since the quark model instead gains a repulsive core through the (3q)-(3q) components of the two-nucleon wave function, this must be considered a desirable feature of our model.
In ref. ' ) it was also shown that the effective NN potentials gain a weak mediumrange attractive part through theexcitations.
However, this attractive part is too weak to fit the low-energy S-wave phase shifts. In the conventional one-meson exchange potentials an important medium-range attraction is introduced through a a-potential. in the quark-gluon interaction lagrangian, there are additional (qq)(qq) excitations which can carry the quantum numbers of a u-meson. Such a-mesonic effects can thus be incorporated into our quark model of the NN interaction through the (qq)(qq) excitations generated by RPA-type off-shell terms in the Fermi-Breit quark-gluon interaction. Fig. 13 , which is to be compared with fig. la , is included to show that such excitations can account for a-exchange effects. Preliminary calculations show that the aN coupling constants arising from such exchange terms are of the right order of magnitude.
Details will be presented in a future study.
